ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Let us start with an obvious representation of the geometry of the Earth's actual gravity field. Usually we visualize a geoid and other (mostly external) equipotential surfaces of gravity potential. However, in practical computations we work more frequently with a disturbing gravity field. Let us think about how the equipotential surfaces of disturbing potential look like and what are their basic properties. The idea of visualizing a disturbing gravity field started from pure curiosity, but later some advantages compared to the classical representation of a gravity field and some possible applications appeared. In order to be able to plot the equipotential surfaces of disturbing potential around the Earth, some efficient computational method, which would be able to fill a certain selected volume with the values of a disturbing potential, needs to be found. We determined that the Finite Element Method (FEM), see e.g. (Brenner and Scott, 2002) , which is well known in several engineering applications, is one of the most appropriate methods. This method has already been successfully used to solve geodetic boundary value problems (Fašková et al., 2010) . An advantage of the formulation of the boundary value problem with the consequent application of the FEM against the simple utilization of a spherical harmonic synthesis is that it can adopt different types of data and also combine satellite and terrestrial data in one very detailed solution.
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MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL BACKGROUND
Let us start with the definition of the disturbing potential T:
Definition 1: A disturbing potential T is a scalar quantity which is obtained as the difference between the gravity potential W and the normal gravity potential U at the same point in the following sense, see e.g. Vaníček and Krakiwsky (1986) 
As both functions W and U contain the same centrifugal potential, it is also possible to obtain a disturbing potential T as the difference between the gravitation potential V and the normal gravitation potential U g . Thus, the disturbing potential inherits some basic properties of a gravitation potential; it is also harmonic in a space without masses. Applying the gradient operator to the disturbing potential, we get .
Taking into account the relations and , we get ,
where is known as a gravity disturbance vector (HofmannWellenhof and Moritz, 2005) , see Fig. 1 .
The angle θ in Fig. 1 is called a deflection of the vertical. Based on Eq. (3) the gravity disturbance vector is perpendicular to the equipotential surface of the disturbing potential. We should be aware that the gravity disturbance vector can reach an arbitrary direction, even a horizontal direction, as the horizontal component of can be significant (about 140 mGal for θ = 30´´). The general equation of an equipotential surface of a gravity potential reads (4) Let us recall some basic properties of these surfaces: they are closed, smooth, continuous, convex everywhere, never cross each other and convergent towards the poles. Analogously with eq. (4), we can write the general equation of an equipotential surface of a disturbing potential as (5) It is interesting to investigate what the properties of the equipotential surfaces of a disturbing potential are. We will look for these properties throughout our paper and summarize them in the conclusion. In Fig. 2 , we can see the disturbing potential at the Earth's surface computed from the Earth Geopotential Model EGM08 (Pavlis et al., 2008) .
The isolines in the map, which are given by gray scale border lines, represent the intersections of particular surfaces with the Earth's surface. The most important isoline is T = 0, which divides the Earth's surface into two parts, where the disturbing potential is respectively positive and negative. 
Fig. 1 Geometry of a gravity disturbance vector

NUMERICAL ExPERIMENT USING THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
In order to investigate the features of the equipotential surfaces of disturbing potential , we first formulated the boundary value problem for the disturbing potential in almost the entire global domain around the Earth up to selected altitude (except for the small conical parts above the North and South Poles); we then implemented the Finite Element Method (FEM) to solve this problem. The FEM solution was performed using ANSYS software (http://www.ansys. com). We got a spatial grid of nodes with the known value of disturbing potential T as the numerical result. Consequently, we used the 3D visualization Voxler ® software from Golden Software to visualize our results. The computational domain Ω for the boundary value problem was constructed assuming a spherical approximation of the earth, as can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4. The Eastern and Western hemispheres were computed separately. Fig. 3 shows the meridian section across one computational domain, while Fig. 4 contains its 3D image.
The radius of the spherical Earth in our experiment is R = 6378 km. Using the spherical coordinates (r, ϕ, λ), where is the radius, ϕ is the spherical geographical latitude and λ is the spherical geographical longitude, the two computational domains can be defined by the limits prescribed in Tab. 1. Both computational domains can be constructed using ANSYS by defining the 8 key points. The spherical and Cartesian coordinates of the key points are shown in Tab. 2.
Inside the computational domain Ω, as the function T is harmonic (after proper treatment of the atmosphere), the Laplace differential equation must be valid.
.
The boundary of computational domain Ω consists of two concentric spherical surfaces (denoted as and ), two conical surfaces ( and ) and two planar surfaces ( and ), see Fig. 4 . For our experiment we decided to combine the boundary conditions of the second kind (the Neumann type) on the two spherical surfaces, and the first kind (the Dirichlet type) on the two conical and two planar surfaces. Thus the boundary conditions can be written as follows (7) (8)
The boundary data was generated from the EGM2008 global geopotential model (Pavlis et al., 2008) using the GRAFIM software (Janák and Šprlák, 2006) . For the spherical surfaces, the gravity disturbances were computed with a resolution of 1° × 1° (∆ϕ × ∆λ), so that in one spherical surface, there are 161 × 181 = 29141 boundary values. For one computational domain, 58282 boundary values of gravity disturbances were computed. In a radial direction, each domain was divided into 60 layers of elements. On Before boundary values can be assigned to a particular part of a boundary in ANSYS, the meshing of the computational domain (the division of the domain into finite elements) first needs to be done. After the settings of the type of element and required resolution compatible with the resolution of the boundary values, the meshing in ANSYS is automatically 
Fig. 3 Meridian section across the computational domain. The boundary is represented by the thick solid line
Fig. 4 A 3D image of one computational domain constructed using ANSYS
Tab. 1 Limits of the computational domains in the spherical coordinates
Fig. 5 A 3D computational domain after the meshing in ANSYS
performed. The type of element for our experiment was set as "Brick 8 node 70". The computation domain after the meshing is shown in Fig. 5 . The total number of nodal points after the meshing is 1777600 for one computation domain. The FEM method uses the so-called "weak formulation" of a boundary value problem and discretization to construct a system of linear equations. The matrix of this system of linear equations, usually called the stiffness matrix, is a sparse, symmetrical and positive definite. After solving this linear equation system, we get the unknown values of the disturbing potential T in all the nodal points of the computational domain. Here, we are skipping a detailed mathematical description of the solution, as it is not the purpose of this paper; it can be found elsewhere, see e.g. Fašková (2008) and Fašková et al. (2010) . After computation of the boundary value problem in both computational domains, i.e. the Eastern and Western domains, the results were merged into one file. The basic statistics of the computed values of T are shown in Tab. 4. As an example of the visualization of our results, we present a sequence of the pictures of the equipotential surface of the disturbing potential produced by Voxler ® (Volumetric Visualization Package), see Appendix 1. Based on this visualization and an analysis of the numerical results, we can get an idea about the behavior of the disturbing potential in the space around the Earth and comment on some properties of the equipotential surfaces of the disturbing potential
The most important properties are summarized in the conclusion. Let us also mention one theoretical aspect of our solution. The computational domain where the disturbing potential satisfies the Laplace differential equation is originally infinite, and the property of regularity in infinity must be fulfilled. For the FEM solution we have to restrict the upper boundary of the computational domain at a certain finite altitude; thus, we cannot use the regularity condition directly in our solution. However, the calibrated and validated satellite measurements in the upper restricted boundary, e.g. the GOCE measurements in the near future, should adequately replace the regularity condition.
CONCLUSION
Based on Tab. 4 we can see that the mean value of the disturbing potential in the computational domain is negative. Appendix 1 also documents that the larger volume around the Earth possesses negative values of the disturbing potential. The positive values of the disturbing potential are mostly concentrated around the meridians 0° and 180°. In summarising the results we can make the following statements:
• The equipotential surface is mostly vertical and open to infinity; it resembles a funnel, see Appendix 1; • In the vicinity of the equipotential surface , the gravity disturbance vector is almost horizontal (the horizontal component A sequence of plots of the equipotential surface above the solution on the Earth's surface. The Z-axis on the first 8 plots points up. The facing meridian starts from 0° (top left) with a step of 45°. The last 2 plots are polar views: the north pole (left), and the south pole (right).
